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SEASONAL DYNAMICS OF WOOD FORMATION IN PINUS
HALEPENSIS FROM DRY AND SEMI-ARID ECOSYSTEMS IN SPAIN
Martín de Luis1 *, Jožica Gričar 2, 3, Katarina Čufar 3 and José Raventós 4
SUMMARY

The seasonal dynamics of cambial activity, wood formation, occurrence
of false rings (FR), and tangential bands of resin canals (RC) were investigated in Pinus halepensis from three Mediterranean dry and semi-arid
ecosystems in Spain. We collected intact tissues of phloem, cambium,
and outer xylem at monthly intervals throughout 2004 from each time six
trees at the three sites. Cell divisions in the cambium in all trees started
before our first sampling in mid-March and ceased between November
and December. Cambial activity was characterized by two maxima;
one in spring and another in autumn. Trees still grew in summer but at
a very low rate. The first solitary RC were formed in May or June and
tangential bands of RC in June or July. In general, tangential bands of RC
were observed in wider growth rings. The formation of tangential bands
of RC seems to be induced by drought in the second half of the growing season. FR were formed as a result of cambial reactivation in autumn
and were observed in growth rings that contained more than 50 cells in a
radial row. It appears that summer drought and early autumn precipitation
play an important role in false-ring formation.
Key words: Aleppo pine, western Mediterranean, cambial activity, wood
formation, tracheids, resin canals, false rings.
INTRODUCTION

In Mediterranean climates, characterized by mild and rainy winters and hot dry summers,
the growth and development of trees is not always associated with regular dormancy in
the cold season, as it is in temperate or boreal climatic zones (Cherubini et al. 2003).
Thus, the cambial activity of Mediterranean trees can vary from year to year presenting continuous radial growth or one or two growth interruptions in line with the
variability of climatic conditions. Then, the cambium can activate in spring, remain
active in summer and enter dormancy in winter, as in the temperate climate zone.
Under favourable climatic conditions (relatively warm winters and relatively cold
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wet summers) the radial growth of trees can be maintained throughout the whole year
while under adverse conditions (mainly related to drought) reactivation of cambium
and production of wood may not take place at all (Raventós et al. 2001, 2004). In
other circumstances, the trees can be subjected to ʻdouble stressʼ characterized by two
interruptions in cambial activity; one during the winter caused by low temperatures
and one during the summer triggered by high temperatures and lack of precipitation
(Susmel et al. 1976; Mitrakos 1980; Liphschitz & Lev-Yadun 1986; Terradas & Savé
1992 cited by Cherubini et al. 2003; Lev-Yadun 2000). For such conditions, literature
often reports on a ʻsummer haltʼ in radial growth but it is still unclear whether the
cambium really becomes dormant (e.g. Cherubini et al. 2003).
Aleppo pine (Pinus halepensis Mill.) is a widespread and relatively well investigated
tree species growing in Mediterranean conditions (Liphschitz & Lev-Yadun 1986; Barberó et al. 1998; Lev-Yadun 2000). Studies on the seasonal dynamics of cambial growth
in Aleppo pine have been carried out in different Mediterranean countries like Israel
(Oppenheimer 1945; Liphschitz & Lev-Yadun 1986), Italy (Messeri 1948; Attolini et al.
1990), France (Serre 1976; Nicault et al. 2001), and Spain (Gutierrez, pers. comm.),
mostly by using dendrometers. Dendrometers provide continuous measurements but
they do not reflect the entire dynamics of cell production (e.g. Liphschitz & Lev-Yadun
1986). Histological methods are more precise – although more time-consuming – but
enable studying cambial activity at cellular level and provide an accurate estimation of
seasonal dynamics mainly in periods when cambial activity is low. Moreover, it becomes
possible to explore variation in cell sizes and shapes with time as well as the formation of
specific features such as resin canals. In spite of these advantages, histological methods
have been rarely used to study wood formation in Mediterranean tree species.
The wood of Pinus halepensis, as in other conifers, is mainly composed of tracheids.
The growth rings are regularly composed of earlywood, in which tracheids have relatively large diameters and thin cell walls and latewood, with small tracheids having
thick cell walls. Severe conditions during the growing season, such as shortage of water,
may disturb gradual transition from early- to latewood by the production of latewoodlike cells within earlywood or earlywood-like cells within latewood (Fritts 1976;
Schweingruber 1978; Wimmer et al. 2000; Rigling et al. 2003). The resulting structures
in growth rings are called intra-annual density fluctuations, double rings, multiple rings,
or false rings (Fritts 1976; Kramer & Kozlowski 1979). In this paper we will use the
term false rings (FR).
False rings have shown to be useful environmental indicators in Austrian pine (Wimmer et al. 2000). As they are frequently observed also in the wood of Pinus halepensis,
it was worth investigating whether their occurrence is related to specific climate conditions which would make them suitable for climatic reconstruction. Other features such
as an abrupt transition from earlywood to latewood can also be indicators of changing
environmental conditions. The indicative value of resin canals, particularly those arranged in tangential bands, for climate-related stress conditions has been reported by
several authors (Reid & Watson 1966; Wimmer & Grabner 1997; Rigling et al. 2003).
However, studies on the timing of their formation throughout the growing period are
scarce (Fahn & Zamski 1970).
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In this study we investigated the formation of the xylem annual growth ring on a cellular level in Aleppo pine (Pinus halepensis Mill.) from three sites in Spain at monthly
intervals throughout 2004. The aim was (i) to determine the seasonal dynamics of
cambial activity (= wood formation), and the occurrence of false rings and resin canals
and (ii) to relate changes in wood features to contemporary climate conditions.
More knowledge on the seasonal dynamics of wood formation in Mediterranean
tree species, which often lack distinct annual tree rings (Gartner 1995), is extremely
relevant not only for dendrochronologists but also for plantation managers (Priya &
Bhat 1998).
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Figure 1. Location of the two sampling sites, Maigmó and Jarafuel, on the eastern Mediterranean
coast of Spain; a–b: average monthly rainfall and temperature for Maigmó and Jarafuel for the
period 1939–2003; c–d: for 2004, the year of sampling in both sites.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study sites
The study was carried out in three plots at two different locations, Maigmó and Jarafuel (Fig. 1). Maigmó (MAI) is located on a north slope at 400 m a.s.l.; the climate is
thermo-mediterranean semiarid (mean annual temperature: 17.6 °C; mean annual sum of
precipitation: 286 mm). Jarafuel, located at 700 m a.s.l. comprises two locations, situated at the north (JAN) and south (JAS) slope. The climate is meso-mediterranean and
dry (mean annual temperature: 15.8 °C; mean annual sum of precipitation: 475 mm).
The average pattern of temperature and distribution of rainfall throughout the year
is shown in Figures 1a and b. The two locations are similar in the rainfall distribution,
with two maxima in spring and autumn separated by a summer drought due to high
temperatures and low precipitation. Maigmó is generally characterized by hotter and
dryer conditions than Jarafuel.
Climatic conditions during the study year 2004 at both sites were characterized by
above-average precipitation during spring, below-average precipitation in summer and
especially dry conditions in autumn at Maigmó. The autumn was also relatively dry in
Jarafuel, but rainfall in September was around 40 mm in contrast with no rain at all in
Maigmó (Fig. 1c and d).
In Jarafuel we could select trees on north and south slopes. On the south slope the
trees were generally exposed to higher temperatures and more severe drought than
those on the north.
Sample trees, sampling procedure and sample preparation
In total, 162 mature, isolated and healthy Pinus halepensis trees with diameters ranging from 17 to 46 cm were selected for cambial sampling. Samples were extracted with
a chisel and a knife at breast height. In order to avoid effects of wounding due to previous sample extraction, we decided to sample six different trees per plot during each
sampling campaign. Sampling was done at monthly intervals from March until December 2004. The cambial samples contained intact tissues of phloem, cambium and
outer xylem (25 × 10 × 10 mm). Immediately after removal from a tree the samples
were fixed in FEA (formalin-ethanol-acetic acid solution). Sample blocks were then
dehydrated in a graded series of ethanol (30%, 50%, and 70%). Transverse sections
(25 μm thick) were prepared using a Leica SM 2000R sliding microtome. They were
double-stained, first with safranin (0.5% in 95% ethanol) and then with astra blue
(0.5% in 95% ethanol), and mounted in Euparal. A Nikon Eclipse 800 light microscope
(bright field and polarized light) and Lucia G 4.8 image analysis system were used for
observations and semi-automatic counting and measuring of cells and tissues at various
stages of their development.
In April 2005, approximately 5-cm-long cores were taken with a standard increment
borer from every sampled tree to measure and count the total number of cells in the fully
formed growth ring 2004 as well as to verify whether a false ring was formed or not.
Histological analysis
We followed the seasonal dynamics of xylem formation by distinguishing among
cambial cells (CC), differentiating tracheids [postcambial growth (PC), secondary cell
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Figure 2. Transverse sections of Pinus halepensis. – a: Activation of the cambium (CC) in March
2004 with enlarging thin-walled PC cells below the cambium. – b & c: Bright field and polarized
light to differentiate PC from cells in the phase of secondary wall (SW) formation in a sample
from May. – d: Radially flattened cambial cells (CC) during summer cessation and last formed
tracheids in the SW phase. – e: Reactivation of the cambium in September, with new PC cells
between CC and SW. – f: Resin canals (RC) in July surrounded by PC and SW cells. – g: False
ring 2004 in December with the last formed tracheids still undergoing the final stages of differentiation. — Scale bars 100 μm.
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wall formation and lignification (SW)] and mature tracheids (MT) (Fig. 2a, b, d). The
cambium consisted of radially flattened cells with thin, non-lignified primary cell walls
that stained blue with astra-blue. PC cells were defined by larger radial dimensions and
thin, non-lignified, blue-stained cell walls. Deposition of secondary wall (SW) layers
was observed under polarized light (Fig. 2c) as the cell walls showed birefringence and
the thickness of the originally thin cell walls started to increase. The beginning of cellwall lignification could be observed as the red staining by safranin gradually replaced
the blue staining, progressing from the outer parts of the cell wall towards the lumen.
When the process of differentiation was completed, the cell walls of mature tracheids
(MT) were completely red stained and the cell lumina were empty (Fig. 2d).
In all tree rings we selected three radial files to count the number of cells in each
developmental phase for the last-formed ring 2004 (PC, SW, MT) and the number of
cells in the previous tree ring (PR) (Table 1). We also examined the time of initiation
and frequency of axial resin canals (RC). They were characterized by large, thin-walled
secretory cells bordering the canal (Schweingruber 1996), which stained blue. We also
recorded the time of formation of resin canals and whether they were present solitarily
or in tangential bands. In all samples the radial dimensions of tracheids and the thickness
of cell walls were determined in order to (i) evaluate the transition from earlywood to
latewood by defining the time when first fully developed latewood cells occurred and
(ii) identify the presence of false rings (FR). A false ring was defined as a growth ring in
which the gradual transition from early- to latewood was interrupted by the occurrence
of latewood-like cells in the earlywood or earlywood-like cells in the latewood.
Table 1. Average number of cells in growth rings 2003 and 2004 in the sampled trees from
Jarafuel and Maigmó.

MAI
JAN
JAS

Average number of cells
in previous ring

Average number of cells
in current ring

17.90 ± 7.14
40.70 ± 21.00
36.86 ± 15.80

26.31 ± 11.00
54.45 ± 25.75
54.60 ± 26.40

Data analyses
To enable comparison of different trees from different sites, with different growth
potentials we standardized the observed number of cells in each sample using a modified procedure of Rossi et al. (2003):
Am
Ncij = Nij * ––––
Aj
Where:

(Eqn. 1)

N

∑ Aj

j=1

Am = ––––––
N

(Eqn. 2)
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corrected number of i cells in j sample
counted number of i cells in j sample
average number of cells of the previous ring in a sampling site
number of samples
average number of cells in previous ring of j-sample

In order to make comparisons between sites, we calculated percentages of PC, SW and
MT with respect to the final number of cells in the growth ring 2004 (TR).
Differences in the mean number of cells in trees with and without tangential bands
of resin canals (TRC) and in normal and false growth rings were tested using one-way
ANOVA. In each case, variance homogeneity was tested using the Cochran test.
RESULTS

Postcambial growth (PC cells)
A wide cambium with a large number of cells (CC) and the presence of newly formed
tracheids in postcambial growth (PC) indicated that the cambium was active (Fig. 2a).
All investigated trees in the sampling sites, Maigmó (MAI), Jarafuel South (JAS), and
Jarafuel North (JAN), already contained PC cells in the first sample, taken in mid-March
(Fig. 3a). At this point, the cambium was on average eight cells wide in all three sites.
The highest percentage of PC cells in relation to the final number of cells in the growth
ring 2004 was recorded in mid-May (JAN-20%, JAS-13%, and MAI-21%) (Fig. 3b).
The percentage of trees containing PC cells decreased to a minimal value in August
(JAS and JAN) or September (MAI) (Fig. 3a, b). At that time, the percentage of PC
cells according to the final number of cells in the growth ring 2004 reached the lowest
values, with only 1% on average, indicating a reduced rate of cell production (Fig. 3b).
In addition, in 17, 33 and 50% of the trees at JAN, JAS, and MAI respectively, no PC
cells were detected, indicating no cambial activity (Fig. 3a). Then, in August, the cambium contained on average eight (JAN), six (JAS) or five cells (MAI). The percentage
of trees with PC cells later increased, reaching a new maximum in September (JAN100%) or October (JAS-100% and MAI-83%) (Fig. 3a). In addition, the percentage
of PC cells in relation to the final number of cells in the completed growth rings of
2004 increased to 6% (JAN), 3% (JAS), and 2% (MAI), respectively (Fig. 3b). Subsequently, in December, only few trees had PC cells and a wide cambium (up to 7 cell
layers), which was still active. Otherwise, cambial activity was finished by December
in the majority of the trees with terminal latewood tracheids being in the final stages
of development.
Secondary wall formation (SW)
Xylem cells undergoing secondary cell-wall formation and lignification (SW) (Fig.
2b–e) were already observed in all sampled trees from JAS in mid-March, suggesting that cambial activity started before our first sampling (Fig. 3c). In the other sites,
SW cells were observed in mid-April in MAI and in mid-May in JAN (Fig. 3c). The
percentages of SW cells in relation to the final number of cells in the growth ring 2004
in all investigated trees followed a bimodal pattern. The first peak was noted in May
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Figure 3. Tracheids in postcambial growth (PC). – a. Frequency of trees containing PC, with
time, for the sampling sites Maigmó (MAI), red circle, Jarafuel North (JAN), blue triangle, and
Jarafuel South (JAS), inverted green triangle. In all cases, error bars are depicted as standard
errors. – b: Percentage of PC in respect to the final number of cells in the growth ring. – c: Percentage of tracheids undergoing secondary cell wall formation and lignification (SW) in relation to the final number of cells in the growth ring. – d: Percentage of mature tracheids (MT) in
relation to the final number of cells in the growth ring with time.
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(MAI-22% and JAS-27%), or in June (JAN-19%). It was followed by a decrease in
the percentage of SW cells, with a minimum in August (JAS-9%) or September (JAN8% and MAI-6%). We detected a second peak of SW cells in October (JAS-14% and
JAN-20%) or December (MAI-11%). In December, the last formed tracheids adjacent
to the cambium were still in final stages of cell-wall development in all investigated
trees, so the inner parts of cell walls stained blue and protoplasmic content was still
present in the lumina of the tracheids (Fig. 2g).
Mature tracheids (MT)
The percentage of mature tracheids (MT) (Fig. 2d) in relation to the final number of
cells in the growth ring 2004 is shown in Figure 3d. The first completely differentiated
tracheids were detected in mid-May (JAN and JAS) or in June (MAI). The addition of
new, fully developed cells was the highest between May and June (JAS) and between
June and August (MAI and JAN) as can be seen from the steep slope of the curves in
Figure 3d. Afterwards, new mature cells are gradually added until the last sampling
in December. The first mature latewood cells appeared in July (MAI) or August (JAN
and JAS) (Fig. 4b).

% LW cells

Total number of cells in the growth ring 2004
In terms of the total number of cells (PC+SW+MT) forming the growth ring 2004
(Fig. 4a) two main periods of cell production were detected, separated by a period of
stagnation. The highest rate of tracheid production was observed in the period from
March until June (JAS) or from March until July (JAN and MAI). During this time,
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Figure 4. – a: Total percentage of new cells (PC, SW, MT) in relation to the final number of
cells, with time for the sampling sites Maigmó (MAI), red circle, Jarafuel North (JAN), blue
triangle, and Jarafuel South (JAS), inverted green triangle. – b: Percentage of latewood cells
(LW) in relation to the total number of new cells at each sampling period. In all cases, error bars
are depicted as standard errors.
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the major part, i.e. 70% (JAS) or 80% (JAN and MAI), of the growth ring 2004 was
formed. After a stagnation of one to two months, between July and September, the
second period of cell production started in September (JAN and JAS) or October (MAI)
and continued until December (Fig. 4a). During this second growth peak respectively
20% (JAN and MAI) and 30 % (JAS) of the growth ring was produced.
Formation of resin canals (RC) and false rings (FR)
The first solitary resin canals (RC) were formed in May (JAS) or June (MAI and
JAN) in all investigated trees. The first tangential bands of resin canals (TRC) (Fig.
2f), were recorded in June (JAS and JAN) and in July (MAI), respectively. They were
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Figure 5. Percentage of trees containing tangential bands of resin canals (TRC) surrounded by
tracheids in postcambial growth (PC) at sampling sites Maigmó (MAI), Jarafuel North (JAN)
and Jarafuel South (JAS).
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Figure 6. Percentage of trees containing tangential bands of resin canals (TRC). – a: Mean number
of cells (± standard errors) in trees with and without TRC. Different letters indicate significant
differences (p < 0.05). – b: Frequency of trees with and without TRC in the growth rings formed
in 2004 at each sampling site, Maigmó (MAI), Jarafuel North (JAN) and Jarafuel South (JAS).
Percentage of trees containing false rings. – c: Mean number of cells (± standard errors) in normal
and false growth rings. Different letters indicate significant differences (p< 0.05). – d: Frequency
of trees with normal and false growth rings in 2004 at each sampling site.
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surrounded by tracheids in the phase of postcambial growth (PC) indicating that the
RC were formed recently. In July, 60% (MAI), 40% (JAN) and 83% (JAS) of all trees
contained TRC surrounded by PC cells (Fig. 5). Samples taken in April 2005 showed that
altogether 47% (MAI), 37% (JAN), and 56% (JAS) of the investigated trees contained
TRC (Fig. 6b). They were either located in the transition zone between earlywood and
latewood or in the latewood. TRC were observed in wider growth rings with more than
20 cells in MAI and more than 60 cells in JAN and JAS (ANOVA, p <0.05; Fig. 6a).
The anatomical structure of a false ring (FR) is shown in Figure 2g. Inspection of
the completed growth rings 2004 revealed that FR only occurred in trees from Jarafuel,
with 35 % of the trees at JAN and 50% of the trees at JAS showing FR, whereas in
trees from MAI no FR were detected (Fig. 6d). In trees from JAN and JAS, FR were
observed only in growth rings wider than 70 cells (ANOVA, p <0.05, Fig. 6c). In trees
from MAI, the growth rings formed in 2004 were considerably narrower, with a mean
value of 26 cells in a radial row.
DISCUSSION

Pinus halepensis has been characterized as a sensitive Mediterranean species based
on the strong response of radial growth dynamics to changes in climatic conditions
(Lev-Yadun 2000). It has also been suggested that the cambium is able to remain active
throughout the whole year when climate conditions are favourable (Liphschitz et al.
1984). At other times, cambial activity can stop for one to three months during winter
depending on the prevalence of low temperatures (Gindel 1967) which can considerably influence tree vigour (Oppenheimer 1945). In addition, cambial activity of Aleppo
pine can slow down or even stop during summer drought (Gindel 1967; Liphschitz et
al. 1984) and later again resume when more favourable, i.e. wet conditions appear in
autumn (Liphschitz et al. 1984).
Our study showed that during 2004 the dynamics of cambial activity in Pinus halepensis from three different stands in Spain was characterized by two major growth
phases, one in spring and another in autumn, interrupted by a period with low or no
cambial activity during summer. This is in agreement with results of other studies on
Aleppo pine (Gindel 1967; Attolini et al. 1990; Nicault et al. 2001). Cell division in
the cambium already started before our first sampling in mid-March and ended in the
majority of trees between November and December, indicating that cambial activity
lasted at least eight months. Xylem cells of trees from JAS were already undergoing
cell-wall thickening and lignification in mid-March, suggesting that divisions at the
cambium started at least three to four weeks before the first sampling. Earlier onset of
cambial activity in trees from JAS compared to other plots is most likely due to higher
temperatures in February on the south slope (JAS) in Jarafuel. It is well known that
temperature is a very important factor promoting cambial activity at the very beginning of the growing period (Oribe et al. 2003; Rossi et al. 2006; Gričar et al. 2007).
Our results were similar to those of Nicault et al. (2001), who also reported a growing period of eight months for Pinus halepensis from South France starting between
February and March and lasting until October. Gindel (1967) reported that cambial
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activity in Aleppo pine from Mount Carmel, Israel, finished at the end of November.
However, we found, that the process of differentiation of the terminal latewood tracheids
was still ongoing in December. This fits the observation of Schweingruber (1996) and
Gričar et al. (2005) who found that secondary cell-wall formation and lignification in
the last-formed latewood tracheids continues after the cessation of cambial activity as
their development can take up to eight weeks.
Our results show a reduced production of new tracheids in August. However, a
complete interruption in cambial activity was only observed in a few sampled trees.
We found that during summer most sampled trees were still growing, but at a very low
rate. Hence, we prefer to speak of a “low-activity period” instead of a true “summer
dormancy”. It is reported for Pinus halepensis that this decrease in cambial activity (= reduction in cell division rate) on average lasts for two months in summer, either in JuneJuly (Liphschitz et al. 1984), July-August (Nicault et al. 2001) or August-September
(Gindel 1967). Attolini et al. (1990) and Nicault et al. (2001) used dendrometers to
follow cambial activity and, although they did not detect any radial increase of the
stems during summer, they suggested that the cambium probably was not dormant because the trees resumed activity in autumn. Dendrometers have often been successfully
used to study annual radial growth dynamics. However, this method shows limitations
in recording cambial activity with a high temporal resolution as the measurements
monitor both diurnal variation in stem circumference due to shrinkage and swelling
of the phloem and xylem as well as cambial activity, i.e. cell division (e.g. Zweifel
et al. 2006). This means that a summer slow down or dormancy in cambial activity is
difficult to detect.
The histological methods used in our study made it possible to reconstruct cambial
activity with a high temporal resolution and moreover study the initiation and formation of specific wood-anatomical characteristics such as resin canals and false rings
throughout the growing season.
The occurrence of solitary resin canals is a characteristic feature in wood of Pinus
halepensis. It appears that, independently of site conditions, the production of resin
canals is positively related to summer temperature (Rigling et al. 2001). However, it
is still an open question whether or not the formation of this secretory tissue could be
related to drought stress (Rigling et al. 2003). In 2004, the decrease in precipitation
and rise in temperatures at our study locations started in June (Fig. 1c, d). At all sites
the first solitary resin canals (RC) were formed in May (JAS) or June (MAI and JAN).
Furthermore, by then, the first tangential bands of resin canals (TRC) were recorded
in more than 25% of the trees from Jarafuel (JAS and JAN) and in around 20% of the
trees from Maigmó, though the majority of the investigated trees formed TRC in July
when drought stress increased. Generally, TRC were observed in wider growth rings,
with more than 20 cells in a radial row in MAI and more than 60 cells in a radial row
in JAN and JAS. The TRC were located either in the transition zone from earlywood
to latewood (JAN and JAS) or in latewood (MAI). Differences in the relative position
of TRC in the growth rings of 2004 were detected among sites because of different
timing of latewood formation. In July, when the majority of TRC were formed, all trees
from Maigmó were already in the phase of latewood formation, whereas in trees from
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Jarafuel (with wider growth rings) the production of latewood cells started about one
month later. Rigling et al. (2003) found the same for Pinus sylvestris and they suggest
that resin canals are formed as a response to increasing drought stress in the second
half of the growing season.
According to Bräuning (1999), false rings (FR) contain information about climate
events that occur in the growing season during periods when the overall growing conditions are not extremely harsh for trees. It has been described that factors triggering
the formation of FR have to last long enough to ensure that auxins will reactivate the
cambium (Panshin & DeZeeuw 1980). Moreover, cells in the differentiating phase
must be present when abnormal climate conditions occur (Schweingruber 1996) and a
sufficient number of cell rows must be produced to ensure the required temporal resolution (Bräuning 1999). In all three sampling sites, we recorded cambial activity during
summer and reactivation in autumn, but FR appeared only in JAS and JAN. The reason
for the absence of FR in trees from MAI could be the generally lower growth rate of
the trees at this site (Table 1) with the consequence of a less distinctive resumption of
cell division in autumn. It was detected in a small number of trees and only a few cells
with narrow radial dimensions and thick cell walls were produced during this period.
Rainfall at the end of the summer drought appears to be decisive for cambial reactivation in autumn (Nicault et al. 2001). In view of the small amount of rain received at
MAI in autumn (18 mm), it seems that there was not enough precipitation to produce
a sufficient number of cell rows and/or affect cell size and cell-wall thickness to form
FR. Conversely, JAN and JAS received an above-average amount of rain (mainly in
September), with the consequence that the trees formed FR. In addition, the average
number of cells in the growth rings of 2004 in trees from Jarafuel was nearly double
the average of those from Maigmó.
The frequency of false rings (FR) was higher in JAS than in JAN, which is in agreement with Rigling et al. (2002) who found that the frequency of FR in Pinus sylvestris
was higher at the southern slope compared to the northern slope. From a structural point
of view, on the northern slope cell dimensions often decreased progressively during
summer and autumn, while cells produced during summer on south-facing slopes were
considerably narrower than those produced during the resumption of cambial activity. In
accordance with this, it can be concluded that summer drought plays an important role
in false-ring formation, as it is responsible for the formation of small cells (Kozlowski
1971; Fritts 1976). Since precipitation in autumn was high and similar on both slopes,
it seems that the intensity of drought stress was decisive for the production of FR.
In conclusion, we found pronounced characteristics in cambial activity throughout
the year 2004 which can be ascribed to the course of the climate conditions in this
specific year: a relatively early reactivation of the cambium (before March), two major
growth phases (one in spring and another in autumn), and a prolonged cambial activity
(till December in some trees). These characteristics are a response to above-average
precipitation during spring, below-average precipitation in summer, and relatively dry
conditions in autumn, especially at Maigmó.
However, as in the Mediterranean the climate strongly differs from year to year it is
necessary to continue studies on cambial activity throughout several years in order to
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assess the influence of climate on wood formation and to better understand the physiological processes behind these climate–growth relationships.
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